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Overview:  
The Brewery Blocks West development will establish a gateway to Portland’s thriving Pearl District. 
Located on the Southwest corner of the Pearl District and along one of the most heavily utilized traffic 
corridors in downtown Portland, West Burnside, this mixed-use development will span two contiguous 
blocks bounded by Burnside, NW Davis, NW13th and 14th Avenues. The South block development 
will be comprised of  a 25,000 SF modern art museum, 32,000 SF of retail space (anchored by Crate & 
Barrel and an Apple Store), a 6,000 SF central atrium/sculpture court, 185,000 SF of office space, and a 
175-room limited service hotel . The North block development will consist of 50,000 SF of retail space, 
a 160,000 SF-26-floor tower containing 264 workforce-housing units, and a second tower accommodat-
ing 13 floors of 130,000 SF smaller full floor office tenants. The development will also feature a city-
owned multi-block under ground shared parking facility containing over 1,040 parking spaces. The fol-
lowing key decisions guided the creation of the Brewery Blocks West’s development program: 
South Block Decisions: 
1. Establish a Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art to serve as an anchor tenant and to set the develop-
ment tone of Brewery Blocks West. With the Schnitzer family’s impressive collection of art lacking 
adequate display space and not previously open to public view, creating a modern art museum will 
not only serve as  the focal point for culture and arts in the Pearl District as well as the Schnitzer/
Harsch development, but will also provide a highly visible affirmation and recognition of the 
Schnitzer family’s many contributions to public life in the City of Portland.   
2. Select medium sized retail anchors new to downtown (Crate & Barrel). Crate & Barrel consis-
tently stands above other retailers in attracting buyers for home furnishings. Not only will Crate & 
Barrel set the tone of our block, it will complement other retailers in the area establishing the Brew-
ery Blocks and the Brewery Blocks West as a destination for design merchandise. This location is 
the most logical place for Crate & Barrel’s downtown store because it is centrally located between 
the  intense retail activity of NW 23rd and downtown. For similar reasons, a new Apple Store lo-
cated adjacent to Crate & Barrel will become a hub of activity in the Brewery Blocks, as a second 
anchor for both daytime and nighttime activity serving to bookend the evening activity of Powell’s 
Books at the opposite end of the Brewery Blocks. 
3. Anchor multi-tenant class A office space (185,000 SF) at busiest corner above retail/museum po-
dium. The growing shift of office tenants to the Pearl District from the downtown core is creating 
an increased demand for new class ―A‖ office space in the neighborhood. In addition to generating 
the highest rent per square foot, office space consistently brings more people to the site to utilize the 
development’s other uses. The existing Brewery Blocks office development have been able to 
achieve high occupancy rates despite a weak market for office space, suggesting a growing demand 
for office space in the Pearl District . The  Brewery Blocks West’s more visible and accessible loca-
tion will allow the development to fully realize the  potential of this growing market.  
4. Position a 175-room limited service hotel above office tower, serviced by non-hotel amenities on 
the block and in the neighborhood. We chose a limited service, rooms-only hotel over full service. 
This option will be more profitable in the current economic climate than a full service hotel, which 
typically requires higher capital outlays and higher staffing/labor expenses that increase operating 
expenses and reduce profit margins. Additionally, the full service hotel market is extremely com-
petitive in Portland and the plethora of restaurant options in the neighborhood will be more attrac-
tive to visitors than a hotel restaurant. 
5. Partner with the City to develop a “SmartPark” garage. A public–private partnership agreement 
with significant benefits to both parties is proposed between Harsch and the City of Portland, 
whereby the City would obtain ownership of the underground parking as a condominium Smart-
Park.  Prior to the start of construction, the City would arrange to float a tax-exempt revenue bond 
to permanently finance each public parking garage, which it will purchase with the proceeds upon 
completion. 
North Block Decisions:  
1. Position additional anchor retail tenants on the North Block. This two-block development located 
at the primary western entrance to the downtown, and immediately accessible to the freeway, is also 
a prime location for a larger format retailer such as Best Buy. Accordingly a 30,000 SF Best Buy 
store will be located on the western portion of the North Block, thereby maximizing the store’s visi-
bility and accessibility, and further diversifying the  Pearl District’s retail base.  
2. Locate regionally specific brewpub on high traffic corner. The increased popularity of micro 
brewed beer has created class ―A‖ tenants out of artisan beer breweries. The few existing brewpubs 
in the neighborhood have experienced great success. The advantage of selling high margin brews 
directly to repeat customers without the need to bear bottling and transportation costs enhances their 
profit margins and ability to pay market rents. In addition, the proposed brewpub will attract a lunch 
hour and an evening crowd, thus insuring the Brewery Blocks West contributes to the 24-hour na-
ture of the Pearl.  
3. Convert NW Davis into a Pedestrian/Festival Street between NW13th and 14th Avenues. NW 
Davis dead ends at 14th and provides limited circulation functions; therefore, this location has sig-
nificant potential to become a pedestrian oriented green street which can be utilized by the Brewpub 
and café tenants for outdoor seating.   
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4. Construct one point tower for office use and one “point” tower for residential use on the North 
Block. The office tower will be located on the northwest corner of the block and will feature smaller 
floor-plates approximately 10,200 SF in size. We have a special opportunity to create an office 
product that can realize premium rents while maximizing efficiency. For small to medium sized 
firms, the prestige and efficiency provided by a full floor layout is both highly desirable and un-
available. This type of office space should be particularly attractive to the types of tenants who de-
sire a Pearl District location as well as the services and amenities it provides them. Only 13 tenants 
of this type would be needed to fill the building. In a similar fashion, the residential point tower ac-
commodates  high density, efficient, workforce housing units on the same block. From a design and 
urban planning perspective, the two-tower design maximizes the light and air available to the ten-
ants while preserving views.  
5. Create 264 workforce housing rental units above ground level retail, to serve the Pearl District 
workforce. The luxury rental market is saturated and the condominium market is oversupplied and 
will be for many years to come. However, non-income-restricted housing that supports the central 
city’s creative class workforce is in short supply. Furthermore, such projects can be financed 
through the use of  FHA 221(d)(4) financing. This highly attractive financing package can make 
workforce housing feasible for long-term holders, without the market risk associated with other 
types of housing by providing a  40-year term, non-recourse package at up to a 87 percent loan-to- 
cost ratio. Workforce housing also has low parking requirements and will make the best use of the 
FAR and density bonuses. 
Development Objectives:  
The result of the decisions discussed above will be the creation of a vibrant mixed-use development 
combining office space, workforce housing, a hotel, retailers and a fine art venue at a prime location in 
Portland’s evolving Pearl District. Additionally, Brewery Blocks West will serve to complement the 
existing Brewery Blocks and will allow both developments to function together as a single large devel-
opment. Utilizing the development strategy outlined above, Brewery Blocks West produces positive 
cash flow and an initial return on cost of 8.18 percent in the first stabilized year, consistent with current 
capitalization rates. The inclusion of a lower rent art museum and the workforce housing component 
lowers returns in earlier years, but the development values and returns increase in the long term, meet-
ing Harsch’s strategy of long-term investing.  
The following sections will provide a more thorough explanation of  the development program, deal 
structure, economic assumptions, construction plan, design considerations and zoning issues pertaining 
to the development of the Brewery Blocks West project.  
 
 
 
 
. 
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Overview: 
Brewery Blocks West, the mixed-use gateway to the heart of the Pearl District.       
Development of Brewery Blocks West will build on the energy and success of the exist-
ing block Brewery Blocks development. The goal of the two-block Brewery Blocks 
West development plan is to build on, expand and improve the existing Brewery 
Blocks’ reputation, and to create a cultural, arts, retail, office, hotel and living center 
that serves as a gateway to the city’s most successful and vibrant district. 
Brewery Blocks West is a 715,000 SF, two-block development located between West 
Burnside and Davis Streets, NW 13th and 14th Avenues, in the Pearl District of down-
town  Portland, Oregon. In an effort to identify the highest and best uses for this highly 
visible site, we evaluated and programmed several potential uses including, hotel, of-
fice, retail, museum space, and workforce rental housing.  
The sculpture court of a new 25,000 SF Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art will serve as 
the centerpiece of the development. Clustered around the sculpture court will be a 
25,000 SF Crate & Barrel store, a 5,000 SF Apple Store, 185,000 SF of office space and 
a 175-room Hyatt Place Hotel.  
Across NW Couch St. on the development’s northern block, a 30,000 SF Best Buy and 
a 10,000 SF Rogue Brewery, along with other shops and cafés, will serve as a western 
retail anchor that compliments the draw of Powell’s Books to the east. A 130,000 SF 
smaller floor plate full-floor loft office building for 13 select tenants who desire pre-
mium headquarters space in the heart of the Pearl District will be located above the re-
tailers and restaurants. A 24-story apartment tower with 264 smaller units targeted to 
the creative class workforce, affordably financed with favorable terms under the FHA 
221(d)(4) program, will be located on the block’s southeast corner.  
The office tower located on the south block is designed with a two story podium and an 
L-shaped tower floor plate in order to provide adequately sized Class A office and hotel 
spaces. The tower will be aligned along Burnside Street and NW 14th Avenue . The L-
shaped floor plate is an important functional consideration. Given the mixed use nature 
of the tower, the elevator cores, fire stairs and separate ground floor entrances would 
have devoured a large amount of leasable office floor space had a conventional half 
block tower been employed. Additionally, the need for an adequately sized Crate & 
Barrel store required minimal core areas on the south side of the block where Crate & 
Barrel will be located. The south block’s loading dock will be located on NW 13th Ave-
nue allowing for easy use by Crate & Barrel, the museum, and the office tenants. 
 
The north block will feature two quarter block towers, one at the southeast corner and 
the other at the northwest corner, on a two story podium containing several retail and 
restaurant components. The towers are offset to provide tenants with solar orientation, 
light and air, and to maximize views. This orientation will also provide tenants with a 
measure of visual privacy by avoiding sight lines that look directly into other towers. 
Along NW Couch Street at the eastern end of both towers, the ground floor and second 
floor will each taper back 10 feet to reinforce the mid block entries,  the pedestrian traf-
fic and the westbound nature of the future one-way Couch Street. 
 
Although the existing structures on both blocks will be demolished, building materials 
will be recycled and some will be reused on site. The trusses from the existing Sherman 
Clay block at NW 13th & Davis are one particular item worth salvaging and will be re-
used in the construction of the proposed brewpub space. Both buildings will have roof-
top gardens atop their respective two story podiums that will function as a usable space 
for tenants and will also provide an attractive view from the towers above. 
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Museum: 
Brewery Blocks West provides the ideal location for the Schnitzer family to create the Schnitzer Mu-
seum of Modern Art, which will serve as an anchor tenant to Brewery Blocks West, drawing to it the 
retail and office tenants as well as a hotelier, all at higher rents. The Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art 
will create a platform to display the Schnitzer family’s renowned collection of art. This will not only be 
the focal point for cultural arts in the Pearl District, it will also provide an institutional recognition of 
the Schnitzer family’s contributions to the city and its citizens. 
The museum will be publicly accessible through a controllable modern sculpture court leading to an 
interior, sky lit atrium, which will house informal gatherings, parties, small concerts, public meetings 
and lectures. It will be the interior cultural hub of the Pearl District from First Thursdays to Final Fri-
days. Usable in any weather, it will be a forum for art, dialogue, informal performance and social inter-
action. It will also allow the museum, hotel, office building, and high-end retail tenants a space into 
which each can expand for special occasions. 
The Pearl District has been built around the arts culture that exists in Portland. The addition of a mod-
ern art museum will serve to complement many of the existing activities in the Pearl District. Neighbor-
ing the Brewery Blocks West is the Pacific Northwest College of Art (PNCA), the Portland Institute for 
Contemporary Art (PICA), the Art Institute of Portland, over 50 independent art galleries, and the 
Gerding Theater for Performing Arts. Additionally, the neighborhood hosts the city’s largest artists 
gathering on the first Thursday of each month. Surrounded by the arts, books, cafés, brewpubs and res-
taurants of the Pearl District, the new Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art will help build Portland’s repu-
tation as a growing city on the cutting edge of art, performance and food that have been celebrated re-
cently in the New York Times. The Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art will be constructed in the first 
phase along with the south block retail, office and hotel. 
The museum is located on the ground floor of the south block at the NW Couch and 14th Avenue corner 
and has its main entry off of the Couch Street atrium entrance. While the museum occupies 5,100 SF of 
space on the northwest corner of the south block on the ground floor, a second floor of the museum oc-
cupies roughly half of the floor and is oriented around the central atrium. Together the two floors of the 
museum contain 25,000 SF of space. While mostly protected from direct sunlight given its location on 
the northern portion of the block and shielded by the tower above, large glass walls allow indirect natu-
ral light to enter the museum at street level. The large windows also help to draw people in from the 
sidewalk by displaying many of the art collection’s works in public view from outside. More light sen-
sitive works are located towards the core of the building. Artwork from the museum spills out into the 
atrium and sculpture garden, helping to both brand and decorate the tower’s public spaces. 
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 Hotel: 
A lower-risk, more profitable 175-room limited service, rooms-only hotel, supported by independent 
restaurants, cultural facilities and entertainment below, can carve out a special niche in the Portland ho-
tel market. Hoteliers advise that an A-Loft, Hyatt Place, or Hilton Garden Inn might be more feasible 
than a higher-end, full-service hotel. 
With no hotels in the Pearl District and over 5,000 condominium and apartment units housing almost 
10,000 people in the Pearl, an active nightlife, and over one million people who travel to the City of 
Portland for business and recreational travel each year, this site should be able to tap three different 
markets: the leisure traveler, guests of residents, and business travelers. With the active nightlife and 
weekend activity of the Pearl, a hotel here may attract more weekend business than the business-
oriented downtown hotels, thereby increasing its occupancy rate. 
While there are no hotels in the Pearl District, there are several competitors in the central downtown 
from which enough data can be collected to make competitive pricing assumptions. These competitors 
are 1) Courtyard Marriott, 2) Hotel Lucia, 3) Marriott City Center, 5) The Westin, 6) Vintage Plaza, and 
7) Hotel Monaco and 8) McMenamins (planned). Conservative estimates of average daily hotel room 
rates were set at $150/night and occupancy at 70%. 
The hotel’s 175 rooms will be located above the planned office tower. The main entrance and drop-off 
will be located on NW 14th Avenue, allowing for easy access off of Burnside. A small 1,100 SF lobby 
containing the guest check-in, elevators and small sitting area would be located inside, on the ground 
floor. At the rear of the hotel lobby is a second entrance connecting to the atrium space, providing 
guests with an additional entrance via Couch Street and a direct connection to the atrium function and 
meeting space. Careful design consideration was given to create a strong visual connection between the 
hotel lobby and the adjacent museum space. Through the use of glass walls between the hotel lobby and 
museum, adjacent works of art in the museum would provide hotel guests with a visual sample of the 
museum while also serving to brand the hotel with the noteworthy art collection. The entrance to the 
parking facility will be located on the south side of the lobby, which will provide easy and quick re-
trieval of hotel guest’s valet parked cars. Storing them will require a simple around the block loop.  
 
The hotel shell’s projected cost is $190 per square foot. The proposal estimates tenant improvement 
costs to be $50 per square foot with 80% unit-to-gross space efficiency. Its capital costs will be lower 
than a full-service hotel with large public areas and meeting rooms and its operating expenses will be 
far lower without the need for large staffs for restaurants and services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trip Purpose 
Comparable Competition 
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Workforce Rental Housing: 
The Brewery Blocks West development will create 264 workforce housing rental units above ground 
level retail, to serve the Pearl district workforce. The focus of the housing component is small, afford-
able studios that rent at 80% medium family income (MFI). The Brewery Blocks West will offer the 
only non-income restricted place to live in the central Pearl District for less than $1,000 a month.  
Very attractive FHA 221(d)(4) 40-year term, non-recourse financing up to 87% of loan to cost can 
make workforce housing feasible for long-term holders, without the market risk associated with other 
types of housing. Workforce housing also has low parking requirements and will make best use of 
available FAR and density bonuses available for housing. An item by item justification for the develop-
ment of workforce housing is provided below:  
 Market: Today’s generation of echo boomers is the largest generation to reach adulthood in the na-
tion’s history, and, as real income drops, renting is a more viable solution to this demographic of 
more than 20 million people. Additionally, since the collapse of sub-prime lending, the pool of po-
tential homebuyers has decreased dramatically. The combination of these factors has created one of 
the largest demands for quality affordable rental housing in the nation’s history.  
The area immediately surrounding Brewery Blocks West is saturated with high-end market rate 
housing, and the condominium market is oversupplied and will be for many years. However, work-
force housing that supports the creative class workforce in the Pearl District and downtown is in 
short supply. Buildings like the Louisa, Indigo 12 West, and 10th and Hoyt have a strong presence 
in market rate housing in the central Pearl District while affordable/subsidized housing is located on 
the outer reaches of the Pearl District. 
Relevant comparable projects to the Brewery Blocks West can be addressed on two fronts –– loca-
tion and product. Two buildings in comparable locations with similar products to Brewery Blocks 
West are 1) the Louisa, and 2) Indigo 12 West. Both of these buildings offer comparable one- and 
two-bedroom units, but Brewery Blocks West is the only building that will offer studio apartments 
in the Pearl District for less than $1,000/ month. Comparable products are non-existent in the Pearl 
District and limited to the Cyan in the downtown core. The Cyan offers small studio, one-bedroom, 
and two-bedroom apartments starting at over $1,300/ month.  
 Unit Mix/Market Justification:  The housing unit mix will be comprised of 132 (50%) 400 SF stu-
dio apartments, 110 (42%) 550 SF one-bedroom apartments, and 22 (8%) 750 SF two-bedroom 
apartments. Studio apartments will start at $907/month, one-bedrooms at $950, and two-bedrooms 
at $1,135. The existing supply of studio apartments in the area rent between 100-120% MFI, Brew-
ery Blocks West would be the first to offer studio apartments in the central Pearl District at 80% 
MFI.  
The majority of the proposed housing mix is small studio apartments. Currently there is a limited 
supply of studios in the Pearl District rental market. One-bedroom and two-bedroom apartments 
constitute 68% of the apartment inventory in the Pearl District and downtown core while studio 
apartments only make up 24% of that housing unit mix. Considering the district’s lack of compara-
ble affordable studio apartments, the development proposal will fill the gap in the supply of these 
units. Additionally, the design of the studios in Brewery Blocks West live more like a one-bedroom, 
making them more livable, affordable, and desirable than that of existing competition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Downtown/Pearl Unit Mix 
 None Of The Market Rate Studios Are Affordable at 80% MFI 
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Design/ Construction:  The workforce housing will be located in a point tower on the southeast portion of the 
north block. The lobby for the housing will be located mid-block on Couch Street. Each 7,400 SF floor plate of 
the housing tower will contain the following 12 unit mix: six studios at 400 SF each, five 1-bedroom units at 
550 SF and one 2-bedroom unit of 750 SF. A major advantage of the workforce housing units at Brewery 
Blocks West is that they will be designed and built  from the start to specifically meet the needs of a workforce 
population. This contrasts with other comparable apartment projects in the area that were originally built as 
luxury condominiums but subsequently converted to luxury apartments due to market conditions The work-
force residential component can be built for as low as $190 per square foot. This includes the units, their appli-
ances, and all common area requirements such as walkways, elevators, and stairwells. It is believed that this 
cost/SF is achievable by using affordable materials and cost effective fixtures. 
 Workforce Rental Housing: 
 Studio Unit 
 1 bathroom 
 400 SF (Typical) 
 $907/month 
 138 total units 
 One bedroom Unit 
 1 bathroom 
 550 SF (Typical) 
 $950/month 
 115 total units 
 Two Bedroom Unit  
 1 bathroom 
 750 SF (Typical)  
 $1135month 
 23 total units 
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Retail: 
Brewery Blocks West offers a wide range of goods and services that not only complement the other 
uses within the development, but also add to the existing atmosphere of the Pearl District. Strategic 
utilization of corner spaces and optimal placement of anchor tenants will bring the development theme 
of arts and culture to the retail space, creating a lively and active streetscape. A mix of small and large 
floor plate, national and local, credit retail tenants creates 82,000 SF of retail space spanning both 
blocks. The target markets for our retail mix includes Pearl District and West Hill residents, employees 
and other development tenants and destination shoppers. Each component of our retail tenant mix is de-
signed to contribute synergistically to the theme of the block and the atmosphere of the neighborhood. 
However, each component has unique characteristics that help create the overall appeal of the develop-
ment:  
 Central Atrium: The central atrium will serve as a multifunctional space that not only provides ac-
cess to the hotel, office, retail, and museum components, but also provides a focal point for art 
showings, lectures, concerts, hotel functions, parties, museum events, and small conferences. The 
atrium has been designed as a large open space with a 40-foot high ceiling, flooded with natural 
light that will serve to visually and functionally integrate the ground floor, draw pedestrian traffic 
and foster and aura of sophistication that will set the Brewery Blocks West apart from other devel-
opments, thus maximizing attainable rents.  
 Anchor tenants (Crate & Barrel, Apple): The anchor tenants make Brewery Blocks West a western 
destination shopping center to the larger Brewery Blocks, mirroring Powell’s Books on the east. 
The South block houses anchor tenant Crate & Barrel spanning the entire ground floor facing Burn-
side with 13,750 SF on the ground floor and 11,250 SF of a full second level. The south block also 
houses anchor tenant Apple on the Northeast corner of the block facing both NW Couch and NW 
13th avenue with 5,000 ground floor SF. By placing these retailers strategically on frontages facing 
Burnside and Couch, they will receive maximum pedestrian and vehicle exposure and draw from 
both the southern ZGF development and the eastern Brewery Blocks’ development. Additionally, 
the chosen anchor tenants create a powerful draw for other tenants and increase the value of the de-
velopment by providing a basis for higher rents among neighboring tenants.  
 Large Format Electronics Retailer (Best Buy): Positioning a 30,000 SF Best Buy store along the 
western face of the northern block will create a substantial presence to travelers exiting the I-405 
freeway. Strategic placement of this large format retailer at the less active edge of the site allows for 
utilization of what would otherwise be a very difficult frontage for most smaller retailers. This loca-
tion at the edge of the site and near the freeway will ease access and loading. A downtown location  
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Retail: 
 A downtown location is the next logical location for Best Buy to expand. This location provides the                         
ability to capture market share in close-in east and west side markets without cannibalizing existing 
store revenue. Additionally, there is limited competition in the downtown area for a full-range elec-
tronics retail store.  
 Fashion Oriented Shops (Zara): The addition of an affordable high fashion shopping retailer to 
Brewery Blocks West contributes to the compatibility of the development to the surrounding com-
munity. Zara is aggressively expanding across the U.S. and is likely to be motivated to locate on a 
100% corner (13th and Couch) in Portland’s prime downtown location. Zara will total 11,750 SF 
between two full floors of retail space.  
 Locally-oriented Restaurant Brew Pub: Increased popularity in micro brewed beer has helped arti-
san beer breweries evolve into credit tenants. The few existing brewpubs in the neighborhood have 
had great success and would be appropriate for Brewery Blocks West. The addition of a brewpub, 
perhaps a relocated Rogue Brewery, would be an excellent fit for the Brewery Blocks West devel-
opment. The brewpub with its 10,000 SF on the NE corner of the north block at NW Davis and 13th 
Avenue would form a southern anchor to draw from the pedestrian oriented historic 13th Avenue. 
 Active Davis festival market street: NW Davis is not a through street and therefore has significant 
potential to become a pedestrian oriented green street onto which the brewpub and retail/restaurant 
along Davis can spill. The addition of this pedestrian oriented green street would create an outdoor 
festival, gathering, and leisure space at the northern edge of the Brewery Blocks West. It would also 
help pull in pedestrian traffic to the north side of the development which currently has limited active 
ground floor uses and would further reinforce the other adjacent ground floor retail tenants.   
 Fast Service Restaurants: Brewery Blocks West serves as a gateway to the Pearl District, and a 
good location for a variety of cafés and less expensive restaurants. The intent is to seek credit ten-
ants that are not currently represented in the market in locations that can spill out into the common 
areas like the central atrium and festival market street creating a more active and inviting indoor/
outdoor space. Potential tenants for this category would be a sandwich shop such as Panera Bread, 
Au Bon Pain, or Prêt a Manager or high end hamburger restaurant such as Burgerville, Five Guys 
Burgers or Johnny Rockets. 
 Integrated streetcar stop: When the City is ready to extend the streetcar along the Burnside/Couch 
couplet, Brewery Blocks West intends to integrate streetcar stops into the plan, particularly at the 
gateway to the sculpture court. 
 Construction:  We are estimating a cost of $115 per square foot for the retail shell. Our estimated 
weighted average tenant allowance is $47 and $42.20 per square foot for Phase I and II, respec-
tively. Since Rogue Brewing is a popular local business and has a history within Portland, we allo-
cated them $50/sq ft for tenant improvements and structural renovations, to ensure an attractive fin-
ished product. 
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 Office: 
A 13-floor office tower will be located on the northwestern corner of the northern block. This tower 
will feature 10,200 SF floor plates which are intended to accommodate smaller creative class tenants. 
While providing nearly 100% efficiency it will bring in premium rents. For mid-sized tenants, espe-
cially the smaller headquarters of local and regional firms, the ability to have the prestige and efficiency 
of a full-floor office does not exist. Such spaces could be attractive to just the type of tenant which 
wants a Pearl District location and all the services it provides. Only 13 tenants of this type would be 
needed to fill the building. As a backup plan B, floors could be split in half or might even be used for 
live/work locations. A final alternative could build another workforce housing point tower in the same 
footprint. The south block’s large L-shaped floor plates will provide approximately 185,000 square feet 
of traditional corporate headquarter office space. The co-location of the museum in the same building 
will generate premium rents by providing tenants with a prestigious and highly visible address. The 
lobby for the south block office building will be in the atrium, which will give the office building a 
grand, active light-filled lobby. 
 Market: Despite the current economic downturn, the Oregon Department of Employment is project-
ing a 7.4% employment increase, 160,000 new jobs by 2018. These projections support the develop-
ment of new office space in Portland. Additionally, Portland city council recently approved the 
city’s economic development strategy, which seeks to promote, among others, clean tech and the 
software industry. The proposed office development at Brewery Blocks West is designed to meet 
the needs of both clean tech and software companies. The clean tech industry encompasses several 
industries that could utilize the type of space provided by Brewery Blocks West, including consult-
ants to alternative energy, green building, and environmental remediation firms. These firms typi-
cally require conventional floor plates, freeway access, and a visible location. Software office ten-
ants generally require creative oriented small floor-plate offices with excellent light.  
 Design/Construction: The southern block’s large floor plate office tower is designed to flexibly ac-
commodate tenants by allowing for expansion or contraction based on their spatial needs. Alterna-
tively, the smaller floor plate tower located on the northern block is intended to be leased to tenants 
on a floor by floor basis. In the north and south towers cores are clustered together efficiently in the 
center of the towers to maximize window and corner office space. Both towers are designed with 13 
½ foot floor-to-floor heights allowing for ample headroom even with the addition of drop ceilings. 
 The proposal assumes a cost of $115 per square foot for the office shells. Tenant improvement al-
lowances will be negotiated on a tenant-by-tenant basis. The estimated average tenant allowance is 
assumed to be $20 and $50 per square foot for work centers and common facilities, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
North Block Office 
South Block Office 
Projected Job Growth Per Region 
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Parking: 
The development program includes a two-block, underground parking structure designed to accommo-
date 1043 spaces on three and a half levels, three of which will be utilize the entire two block floor 
plate.  The parking facility will be accessed from the northern block via NW 14th St. 
 Design/Construction: The garage will be comprised of large, flat, efficient floor plates served by 
speed-ramps. The typical parking bay depths are of 60 feet and 30 feet, for half bays. The garage is 
designed with floors at the same elevation as in the adjacent existing Brewery Blocks garage so that 
the two garages can be operated as a combined facility or independently. Elevators from both tow-
ers descend into the parking garage, however it is likely that hotel guests will use valet service and 
may have limited access to the garage. Costs are estimated at $110/SF for a total development cost 
of approximately $64million, including soft costs.  Parking fees will generate over $2million per 
year in net operating income.  
In phase one of the construction process, the parking will be built under the south block and Couch 
Street. In phase two, the remainder of the parking facility will be constructed under the north block. 
The parking constructed during phase I will contain 557 spaces with 107 spaces on the first floor 
and 150 spaces on the second, third and fourth floors. Construction of the second phase will bring 
the total number of spaces up to 1043. Due to the site elevation and utilities under Couch Street the 
parking on the first floor will not extend beneath Couch Street. Indoor bicycle parking will be pro-
vided on the first parking floor near the ramp for the convenience of tenants and visitors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parking Phase 1  Parking Phase 2 
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Overview:  
Harsch Investment Properties follows a business strategy that seeks to acquire and develop a diversified 
portfolio of properties and hold those properties for the long term. Property value is added though tim-
ing, additional investment, repositioning, and sound management practices. 
The proposed Brewery Blocks West development offers a unique opportunity to diversify and add value 
to the company’s portfolio while growing the company’s development arm. Over the past three years, 
Harsch developed $212 million in projects totaling 2.4 million SF and is currently developing projects 
totaling $600 million, representing four million SF. Brewery Blocks West would add $260 million of 
additional development, representing 715,000 SF of mixed-use space. 
A significant portion of the Brewery Blocks West development would be financed though Harsch’s 
conservative 60/40 arrangement - a permanent loan at 60% loan-to-cost (LTC) and Harsch Investment 
equity for the balance of the project costs (40%). The parking would be permanently financed though 
City of Portland tax-exempt revenue bonds and the apartments through favorable terms under the FHA 
224(d)(4) program financing. Rents would be affordable to households earning 80% median family in-
come (MFI) through a proposed City of Portland property tax abatement. Parking would be financed 
through tax exempt revenue bonds. Harsch would build out the parking and the City would purchase the 
underground garage at a predetermined price. This is a conservative way for the city to shift the con-
struction risk to the private developer while providing the developer with a pool of shared parking at the 
lowest development and operating cost. 
 
FHA financing provides 40-year non-recourse financing at 87% loan to cost (LTC), 1.15 debt coverage 
ratio through a single loan that converts from construction to permanent financing for the apartment 
tower. Harsch would provide all equity funds with the exception of a parking and workforce housing 
pre-development loan from Portland Development Commission. 
 
A Phased Approach: 
Maintains cash flow, mitigates market risk, and allows a market-responsive development 
Brewery Blocks West would be developed in two phases. The underutilized south block would be de-
veloped in phase one. The north block currently generates over $1 million annually in net operating in-
come. Any new development of the north block would generate greater returns than it is already pro-
ducing. Therefore the second phase development of the north block should align with a future market 
South Block Deal Structure Overview 
Space Ownership Management 
Underground Parking City of Portland City of Portland 
Commercial: Museum Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Retail: Crate & Barrel Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Retail: Apple Store Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Office Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Hotel Harsch Harsch, Master Leased to Hotel Operator 
North Block Deal Structure Overview 
Space Ownership Management 
Underground Parking City of Portland City Of Portland 
Commercial: School Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Retail: Best Buy Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Retail: Brewpub Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Office Harsch Harsch, Triple Net Lease 
Apartments Harsch Harsch, Unit Lease 
Brewery Blocks West Financing 
Ex-Residential    
Equity Provided (40%) $83,685,771  
Debt (60%)  $125,528,656  
Residential - Under 221(d)(4)   
Equity Provided (30%) $13,860,228  
Debt (70%)  $32,340,532  
Total Equity   $97,545,999  
Total Debt  $157,869,188  
TDC (Debt + Equity) $255,415,187  
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opportunity to significantly increase NOI and value. 
This strategy reduces risk in several ways. First, the outlay of capital is minimized. Secondly, the future 
development of the north block with its office and residential towers could be undertaken when the resi-
dential outlook is more favorable. Moreover, the workforce housing market niche has the least competi-
tion and the premium location in the Pearl District should hasten absorption. Finally, office absorption 
risk is minimized since both blocks have an office component that would come online at different 
times. Additionally, the future market may suggest an alternative use for the north block, in which case 
it can be easily adapted. 
City Investment in Exchange for Public Benefit: 
Cultural amenity, workforce housing, job support, and public parking 
Brewery Blocks West would seek city investment in exchange for its provision of several unique public 
benefits. City investment and ownership of the development’s underground garage is proposed to maxi-
mize a shared parking pool in the Pearl District at the western gateway to downtown. This strategy 
helps provide parking at the periphery of downtown thereby reducing carbon emissions and increasing 
transit ridership from the gateway through the downtown on the streetcar and Max light rail lines. In 
exchange, Harsch will develop the underground parking, provide 264 workforce housing units, build a 
museum of modern art, and provide 315,000 SF of office space to help diversify and support jobs in the 
district. City investment though a reinstated New Multiple-unit Housing Property Tax Abatement pro-
gram (NMUH) would allow Harsh to develop workforce housing.  
Harsch Investment in Museum: 
An anchor, theme, and opportunity to give to the community 
Investment in a museum will benefit Harsch in several ways. It will provide an anchor and theme for 
the new development that will attract retail anchors and office tenants at premium rents, increase occu-
pancy rates and room prices at its hotel thereby augmenting its success. It will increase the visibility and 
prestige of Harsch. It will provide an opportunity for the company and the family to give back to the 
community. 
 
 
 
 
A Public, Shared Parking Garage: 
Supports district density, economic growth, and public transportation. 
The parking structure produces $2 million in net operating income; the return on cost is 3.75%. While 
alarming, we have identified a possible solution to this low yielding component of the development. 
Sell the parking to the city at the discounted price that can be supported by revenue bonds, which will 
operate the garage as a SmartPark facility. Following this strategy creates a win-win-win for Harsch, its 
tenants, and the city. Prior to the start of construction, the City will arrange to float a tax-exempt reve-
nue bond to permanently finance the public parking garage (the parking’s positive NOI of $2 million 
can support a $30 million tax exempt bond).  The city obtains the parking structure at less than half its 
cost, and in exchange for the right of first refusal for its tenants to rent the spaces, Harsch contributes 
the remainder of the total development cost thereby getting use of the garage at half the development 
costs. Harsch’s tenants are granted the right of first refusal for their requisite parking needs. The parties 
benefit in the following manner:   
1. The City profits from a $64 million investment, while only needing to use its bonding authority for 
$30 million. It leverages economies of scale by owning and operating the structure through its exist-
ing parking management system. The income from the site (generated from by Harsch’s tenants 
above) covers the debt service on the bond. Because the city is buying an asset at half-price, its re-
turns are double what Harsch could achieve. The garage will generate positive net cash flow for the 
city ranging from almost $200,000 in the first year to about $600,000 in the 10th year. During 
weekends and evenings, the garage runs an average surplus of 621 spaces for use by the general 
public. The new couplet will provide both west hills shoppers and freeway visitors immediate ac-
cess to parking, whereby they can transfer to mass transit (such as the proposed new street-car) and 
reduce traffic congestion within downtown. This would increase the volume of visitors to all the 
mixed-uses in both projects, increase sales revenue to the shops and restaurants, and also increase 
parking revenue and reduce operating expenses for the city. This shared parking pool will support 
greater density in the Pearl long into the future. 
2. The development’s tenants benefit by being able to tailor their parking agreements with the city to 
accommodate higher or lower volume seasons. Over time, the tenants can accrue substantial savings 
by improving the efficiency of their parking usage. 
3. Harsch benefits by saving $30 million in construction costs, and  $9 million in holding costs. The 
net present value of these savings totals over $38 million. As a result, Harsch’s cash-on-cash return 
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is improved by 200 basis points. Harsch also secures the rights for its tenants to park in a facility for 
which it has only had to pay 50% of the cost. Moreover, Harsch will not be required to pay property 
taxes on a 380,000 SF parking garage. 
A city purchase of the Brewery Blocks’ 1,300 parking spaces is also suggested. While not a require-
ment of this deal, it would improve the efficiency of all 2,300 spaces and shared public access to them. 
This in turn would support additional density in the district, increase the tax base as a result, and likely 
increase visitor trips to the area. Brewery Blocks West parking is designed to interconnect with the ex-
isting Brewery Blocks garage, offering it better access and egress for visitors from the west hills and the 
freeway, and it offers a unique city opportunity to effectively manage what would be the largest public 
shared parking pool. This large pool could be operated more efficiently once combined. 
 
Favorable Apartment Financing: 
A unique Federal Housing Administration loan product is proposed to finance the apartment tower 
of the north b24lock. 
The FHA 221(d)(4) Insured Mortgage for Multifamily Properties provides non-recourse construction 
and permanent loan funding for multifamily rental housing. Mortgage rates are fixed for the construc-
tion and the 40-year permanent loan term before the start of construction. The product is appropriate 
given the pre-development timeline and long-term holding period of Harsch. The Portland HUD office  
suggests budgeting 10 months to close a FHA 221(d)(4) loan. This long timeframe has been a deal 
breaker for other apartment projects. In this case, it aligns well with the two phase plan. See Appendix 
A. for more information on the FHA 221 (d)(4) Loan Program.  
 
 
 
 
Workforce supported though 10-year property tax abatement: 
The City of Portland offers a tax abatement program to support the construction of affordable market 
rate housing in the central city. The New Multiple-unit Housing Property Tax Abatement program 
(NMUH) provides a10-year property tax abatement in exchange for a 15-year affordability commit-
ment.  The program requires that at least 15% of all units be affordable to households earning no more 
than 80% MFI. Since 1975 there have been over 5,000 units built with the program and as of 2006, 
there were 2,286 units still under abetment. 
With market rents and favorable financing an apartment tower would generate a return on cost of 4.5% 
and is not found to be feasible at this time. Instead, a workforce housing project is proposed that would 
provide affordable housing to those earning no more than 80% MFI. A 2-bedroom unit, for example, 
would be affordable to a family of four earning $56,320. A City of Portland NMUH property tax abate-
ment is required to achieve this level of affordability while providing a 5.5% return on cost. 
FHA 221(d)(4) Loan Terms 
Term 40 Years 
Interest Rate: 6.5% 
Debt Service Coverage Ratio  1.15 
90% Loan to Cost Ratio (LTC) 87% 
A Comparison of Rents by Unit Type and Size in the Proposed Building  
        RENTS 
Unit type Size Unit count % Of total 80% 100% 120% Market Market/SF 
Studio 400 132 50.0% 907 1,146 1,391 $1,000 $2.50 
1-BR 550 110 41.7% 950 1,207 1,469 $1,265 $2.30 
2-BR 750 22 8.3% 1,135 1,442 1,757 $1,575 $2.10 
    264             
  Workforce rents proposed 
  Market rents (optional if tax abatement is unavailable) 
Abbreviated City Parking Proforma  Yr 0 Stabilized Year 
PARKING NOI    $2,162,661  
Interest Rate 5.25%     
Term 30    
Mortgage Constant 6.63%   ($1,987,933) 
CASH FLOW  ($30,000,000) $174,727  
RETURN ON COST   7.21% 
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The proposed Harsch workforce housing promises to address the issues that led to the program morato-
rium in 2005 after city council failed to reach consensus on a proposed NMUH abatement for a rental 
project in the South Waterfront district. In that project, there was a concern about the small proportion 
of affordable units to market units and the lack of affordable, family units. Among the building’s studio, 
one, and two bedroom units only the smallest studios were affordable. The City Council was also con-
cerned about the lost property tax revenue stream from an entire building providing only the minimum 
unit requirement (15% of the total unit count) to qualify for the tax abatement. The moratorium was put 
in place so that NMUH program requirements could be reviewed and changes could be made that re-
flected its objectives. In 2007 the moratorium expired. Today there is uncertainty about the NMUH pro-
gram and under what conditions the City Council might support a workforce housing project. 
This proposed development may be a great opportunity to discuss revisions to the program and confirm 
its availability and requirements. The following NMUH program revisions are suggested to address 
some fundamental program concerns: 1) provide abatement terms that allows the entire project to offer 
affordable rents while providing acceptable returns, 2) mandate maximum unit sizes for studios to four 
bedroom units (400, 600, 800, and 1,000, and 1,250 SF are suggested) to encourage efficiency and af-
fordability which in turn will require less public subsidy, 3) consider capping the number of studios 
(50% suggested), while requiring one and two bedroom units that can house families. 
The proposed workforce housing development would meet all of these proposed revisions with the ex-
ception of Item #1. A public/private discussion and determination of acceptable project returns is neces-
sary to determine under what conditions the project may be feasible. Additional public subsidy may be 
necessary or a reduction in the percentage of qualifying units. However, apartment towers with 100% 
affordability may be the best opportunity to address the significant lack of workforce housing in the 
central city. 
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Retail Assumptions:  
Rental Rates: Retail rental rates for both blocks of $30/SF/yr. and $25/SF/yr., NNN, for the ground 
floor and second floors, respectively, are based on the following: 
1. premium Pearl District location and street frontage; 
2. comparisons with similar retailers in the Pearl; 
3. information from commercial brokers in Portland; 
4. timeline of the project (3-5 years out), will allow for a healthy rebound in retail sales and, 
concomitantly, retail rental rates. 
Vacancy: A retail vacancy rate of 5% is based on the site’s prime location and proximity to the Brew-
ery Blocks, as well as a selection of strong anchor tenants on both blocks, making retail space at the site 
highly desirable. 
Tenant Improvements: Tenant improvements are estimated at $20/SF for both retailers on the South 
Block, and $20-$30/SF for retailers on the North Block, based on information provided by a local gen-
eral contractor with extensive experience building commercial properties in Portland. 
Operating Expenses: Operating expenses for retail are estimated at 7.5% of EGI, or $1.99/SF and 
$1.99/SF for the South and North Blocks, respectively. The OEX percentages account for management 
fees and cash reserves; they are based on comparable retail properties in the Pearl District and have 
been confirmed with mortgage lenders familiar with Portland’s retail market. 
 
Office Assumptions:  
Rental Rates: Office rental rates of $30/SF/yr., full-service, are based on the following: 
1. excellent center city location and commuter access from I-405; 
2. comparable office rentals in the Portland center city area; 
3. interviews with commercial brokers familiar with office rentals in the area. 
Vacancy: Office vacancy rates of 5% are based on the site’s location in Pearl District –one of very few 
office towers located in the heart of the Pearl – as well as easy on-off access to a major artery in I-405. 
Tenant Improvements: Tenant and common area improvements are estimated at $20/SF and $50/SF, 
respectively, based on information provided local constructors. 
Operating Expenses: Operating expenses for office tenants are estimated at 23.5% and 21% of EGI – 
or $6.03/SF and $5.99/SF for the South and North Blocks, respectively  – and are based on OEX for 
comparable office properties in Portland city center. These assumptions were confirmed by Norris 
Beggs & Simpson. 
 
 
 
Retail S. Block N. Block Combined 
Retail Gross SF:  32,105 50,175 82,280 
Floor 1 Gross Leasable Area 18,771 28,537.50 47,308.5 
x Rt/sf/yr  $30.00 $30.00 $30.00 
Floor 2 Gross Leasable Area 13,334 21,637.50 34,971.5 
x Rt/sf/yr  $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 
Potential Gross Income $896,480  $1,397,063  $2,293,543  
Vacancy  5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 
Less Vacancy  $44,824  $69,853  $114,677  
Effective Gross Income $851,656  $1,327,209  $2,178,865  
Operating Expense Ratio 7.50% 7.50% 7.50% 
Operating Expenses $63,874  $99,541  $163,415  
NOI   $787,781.80 $1,227,668.67 $2,015,450.47 
Office S. Block N. Block Combined 
Office Gross 
SF:  185,227 131,495 316,722 
Leasable Area (@ 90% Efficiency) 166,704.30 131,495 298,199.30 
x Rt/sf/yr  $30.00 $30.00 $30.00 
Potential Gross Income $5,001,129  $3,944,850  $8,945,979  
Vacancy  5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 
Less Va-
cancy  $250,056  $197,243  $447,299  
Effective Gross Income $4,751,073  $3,747,608  $8,498,680  
Operating Expense Ratio 23.50% 21.00% 34.00% 
Operating Expenses $1,116,502.05 $786,997.58 $1,903,499.62 
NOI   $3,634,570.50 $2,960,609.93 $6,595,180.43 
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Museum Assumptions:  
A Unique Product: The museum is assumed to be a lower-income anchor tenant at $20/SF/yr, NNN, 
with operating expenses estimated at 10% of EGI, and capital reserves estimated at 5% of NOI. 
Improvements: Museum improvements are estimated at $30/SF, based on information provided by lo-
cal constructors. Additional tenant improvements would be made separately by the Museum operator/
owner. 
Hotel Assumptions:  
Unit Rates: Hotel unit rates are estimated at an average of $160/night, with room sizes averaging 400 
SF, including circulation, and are based on comparable hotels rates and sizes in neighborhoods sur-
rounding the center city. Because of the hotel’s easy access to the I-405, ideal placement in the Pearl 
District, and the lack of comparable hotel accommodations in the surrounding neighborhood, we be-
lieve $160/night is a competitive rate that should allow the hotel to achieve higher occupancy rates, es-
timated at 75%. 
Improvements: Hotel improvements are estimated at $50/SF, based on information provided by local 
constructors. 
Operating Expenses: Hotel operating expenses are estimated at 45% of EGI, or $32.74/SF, and are 
based on information gathered from mortgage lenders familiar with Portland’s hotel market. 
 
 
Restaurant Assumptions:  
Rental Rates: Restaurant rental rates are estimated at $25/SF/yr. and are based on rent levels of compa-
rable brewery/restaurants in the Pearl District, as well as conversations with commercial real estate bro-
kers in Portland’s city center. 
Tenant Improvements: Improvements for a brewery-style restaurant are estimated at $40/SF., based on 
information provided by local constructors. 
Operating Expenses: Restaurant operating expenses are estimated at 15% of EGI, or $3.75/SF, and are 
based on information gathered from commercial lenders in Portland. 
Museum 
Floors 1 and 2 Gross  Area 25,048  
x Rt/sf/yr  $20.00  
Potential Gross Income $500,960  
Vacancy  0% 
Less Vacancy  $0.00  
Effective Gross Income $500,960  
Operating Expense Ratio 10.00% 
Operating Expenses $50,096.00 
NOI   $450,864.00 
Hotel 
Hotel (Floors 10-14), Gross SF: 105,360 
Total Units  175 
Average Unit Rate/night $160.00  
Potential Gross Income $10,220,000  
Vacancy  25.00% 
Less Vacancy  $2,555,000  
Effective Gross Income $7,665,000  
Operating Expense Ratio 45% 
Operating Expenses 3,449,250.00  
NOI   $4,215,750 
Restaurant 
Restaurant Gross SF: 11,500 
Gross Leasable Area 11,500 
x Rt/sf/yr  25 
Potential Gross Income $287,500  
Vacancy  0.00% 
Less Vacancy  $0  
Effective Gross Income $287,500  
Operating Expense Ratio 15.00% 
Operating Expenses $43,125  
NOI   $244,375  
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Residential Assumptions:  
Rental Rates: Residential rents are aimed at moderate-income tenants and are set at 80% of MFI. Re-
stricting rents to 80% MFI allows for a more attractive lease rate/unit mix and also potentially qualifies 
the project for property tax abatements worth up to $750,000 per year, significantly reducing the operat-
ing expenses associated with the residential component. Allowing for utilities, maximum rents for stu-
dio, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom apartments are set to $907, $950, and $1,135 per month, respec-
tively. 
Vacancy: A vacancy rate of 5% for the residential component is based on a combination of factors in-
cluding: the site’s desirable location, with immediate access to the city center as well as public transpor-
tation; a lack of competitively-priced, moderate-income units in the surrounding area; and the project’s 
proposed LEED Platinum certification, which garners increased attention over comparable non-LEED 
units. 
Tenant Improvements: Tenant improvements are estimated at $50/SF, based on information provided 
by local constructors. 
Operating Expenses: Operating expenses are estimated at 33% of EGI, or $5.72/SF, and are based on 
stabilized budgets for comparable LEED-certified moderate-income housing projects in Portland. 
 
 
 
Parking Structure Assumptions:  
Efficiencies: Four-level underground parking structure on the south block and three-level underground 
parking on the north block. 350 SF average size, including circulation, results in 557 spaces and 486 
spaces on the south and north blocks, respectively. 
Income: Parking income is estimated at $250/stall/mo., and is based on comparable parking garage 
revenues in the city center – ranging from $230-$270/stall/mo. – provided by BPM Development, a 
Portland parking consultant. 
Vacancy: Parking vacancy is estimated to be 15%, and reflects vacancy rates for parking garages with 
similar product types in Portland’s city center, derived through conversations with BPM Development. 
Cost: costs for the parking structures are estimated at $110/SF, as provided by local contractors. 
Operating Expenses: Operating expenses for the parking structures are estimated at $400/space/yr., or 
$1.16/SF and $1.55/SF for the south and north blocks, respectively.   This number was taken directly 
from conversations with BPM Development, and reflects OEX for similar garages in Portland. 
Capital Reserves: Capital reserves for the parking structure are estimated at 3% of EGI, and are based 
on conversations with BPM Development. 
 
 
Residential 
Residential (22 Floors) Gross SF: $163,888  
Total Units  264 
Potential Gross Income $2,990,328  
Vacancy  5.00% 
Less Vacancy  $149,516  
Effective Gross Income $2,840,812  
Operating Expense Ratio 33.00% 
Operating Expenses $937,468  
Property Tax Abatement ($750,000)  
NOI   $2,653,344  
  Parking   
   S. BLOCK N. BLOCK COMBINED 
Parking Gross SF: 229,596 149,796 379,392 
Total Stalls  557 486 1043 
Average Income/stall/mo. $250.00  $250.00  $250.00  
Potential Gross Income $1,671,000  $1,458,000  $3,129,000  
Vacancy  15.00% 15.00% 15.00% 
Less Vacancy  $250,650  $218,700  $469,350  
Effective Gross Income $1,420,350  $1,239,300  $2,659,650  
Operating Expense/stall/yr. $400.00  $400.00  $400.00  
Operating Expenses $222,800  $194,400  $417,200  
NOI   $1,154,940  $1,007,721  $2,162,661  
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Financial Assumptions: 
Going-Out Cap Rate: The economic model assumes a 7.5% cap-rate at 10 years. This is a reasonable 
assumption for a strong project, located in a prime location to which the city has demonstrated a long-
term commitment. 
Construction Financing: Construction financing is assumed to be 350 basis points over the 1-month 
LIBOR rate for all but the residential component.  Due to the difficulty in estimating the LIBOR rate 3-
5 years out, and the fact that the current 1-month LIBOR and trailing 1-year LIBOR are at .24% 
and .87%, respectively, we are assuming a LIBOR rate of 1.5%. 
The residential component will be funded through FHA 221(d)(4) financing.* 221(d)(4) financing pro-
vides a fixed interest rate for the construction loan term, which we’ve assumed to be 6.25%. 
 Permanent Financing: Permanent financing is assumed to be at 6.375%, with a 10-year term, amor-
tized over 30 years for all but the residential component, which will be funded through the FHA 221(d)
(4) program.*  221(d)(4) financing is amortized over 40 years, and we’ve assumed 6.25% as a reason-
able interest rate for the permanent loan term. 
The above financing assumptions have been confirmed through conversations with lenders familiar 
with both commercial real estate and 221(d)(4) financing.  
Sensitivity and Risk Analysis:  
Harsch Equity Contribution: Harsch has indicated that they will provide up to 40% of total develop-
ment costs in equity. Due to the favorable financing terms that accompany FHA 221(d)(4) financing, 
we assumed that Harsch would want to borrow the maximum amount to finance the residential compo-
nent. With a 1.115 debt coverage ratio, the maximum loan amount for the residential component is re-
stricted to 70% total cost.  
Interest Rate: Interest rates of 6.25% and 6.375% for the residential and non-residential components, 
respectively, are reasonably conservative rates for the market 3-5 years out.  The 221(d)(4) loan mini-
mizes risk associated with the residential component due to the security of not having to secure separate 
permanent financing, and the fixed interest rate during both the construction and permanent loan terms.  
Otherwise, we believe that a financing cost of 6% of total cost is more than sufficient to cover fluctua-
tions in the interest amounts. 
Construction Risk: Construction risk will be mitigated by including a substantial construction contin-
gency in the budget. The economic model assumes a 5% hard cost contingency; the soft cost contin-
gency is incorporated into the relatively high soft costs assumption (17% of total development costs).  
These amounts are enough to cover the risks associated with this particular two-phase development. 
Market Risk: The current state of the economy is a risk for commercial development in general. How-
ever, we mitigate this risk by: (1) setting the target start date for the project at 3-5 years out; (2) pre-
leasing strong anchor tenants for each phase; (3) providing unique common-space and institutional 
components; (4) capitalizing on the existing strength of the Brewery Blocks and their ability to create a 
critical mass; and (5) phasing the project, which will allow for incremental realizations on returns, as 
well as the possibility of changing the later phase to adapt to economic and market needs. 
Capital Structure: 
Phase I Construction Loan: Once Harsch’s equity contribution on the south block has been paid (40% 
TDC), funds from the construction loan will be dispersed on a draw basis. Monthly payments will be 
made, interest-only.  The economic model accounts for interest payments by incorporating a 6% financ-
ing cost, or $8.1MM, in the construction budget.  When the construction loan is fully drawn, there will 
be approximately $338,000 per month in interest due.  
Phase II Construction Loan: The underwriting process for 221(d)(4) financing could take up to 10-12 
months. Harsch should thus plan to begin the underwriting process 10-12 months before the projected 
start of the second phase.  Once the loan for the residential component has been underwritten, Harsch 
can provide their equity contribution for both the residential component (20% TDC) and the non-
residential components (40% TDC), and the construction loan will then be dispersed on a draw basis. 
Payments on the construction loan are made monthly and are interest only. As indicated above, the eco-
nomic model accounts for interest payments by incorporating a 6% financing cost, or $4.4MM and 
$2.8MM for the non-residential and residential products, respectively, in the construction budget.  
When the construction loan is fully drawn, there will be approximately $184,000 and $173,000 per 
month in interest due on the non-residential and residential loans, respectively. 
Developer Returns: 
Harsch has indicated a hurdle rate of 10.5%-11.0% return on overall cost (ROC). In order to approach 
this hurdle rate, we have economic models reflecting two scenarios – one in which Harsch retains own-
ership of the parking structures, and one in which Harsch sells the parking garages’ to the city, at a 
slight loss, in order to reduce their exposure to the parking garages high cost and low returns. This ar-
rangement provides Harsch with an increased return on cost, and provides the city with much needed 
parking in Portland’s Pearl District. 
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Financial Returns: 
Developer/Owner: Harsch receives positive cash flows of $4.5M in the stabilized year. After a 10-year 
hold period, assuming an average 2% increase in income and a 3% increase in expenses, annually, those 
cash flows increase to $8.3 million.  
Debt Holder: A high quality project, located in the heart of Portland’s center city and Pearl District will 
produce market returns for years to come. 
Others: City of Portland obtains a parking garage in an important center city location, at a fraction of 
the cost, and will be able to realize 7.21% ROC and positive cash flows on the parking garage going 
forward. 
 
   
BREWERY BLOCKS WEST DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
Ex-Residential     
Subtotal Hard Costs  $137,664,905  
G.C.'S, FEE, INSURANCE - 10%  $13,766,490  
Contingencies - 5%  $7,571,570  
Total Hard Costs  $159,002,965  
Total Soft Costs - 18% TDC  $37,658,597  
Financing Costs - 6% of TDC  $12,552,866  
TDC (Ex-Residential)   $209,214,427  
Residential - Under 221(d)(4)    
Subtotal Hard Costs  $30,400,500  
G.C.'S, FEE, INSURANCE - 10%  $3,040,050  
Contingencies - 5%  $1,672,028  
Total Hard Costs  $35,112,578  
Total Soft Costs - 18% TDC  $8,316,137  
Financing Costs - 6% of TDC  $2,772,046  
TDC (Residential)   $46,200,760  
      
TDC (Combined)   $255,415,187  
City's Purchase of Parking Structure  ($30,000,000) 
TDC w/sale of Parking to city   $225,415,187  
10 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 
  Yr 0* Stabilized Year Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 
Cash Flows ($97,545,999) $4,574,018  $5,014,181  $5,396,627  $5,789,136  
  
Yr 5 Yr 6 Yr 7 Yr 8 Yr 9 Yr 10** 
$6,192,000  $6,605,523  $7,030,019  $7,465,810  $7,913,232  $274,686,972  
*Year 0 indicates the total amount of equity invested during development  
**Year 10 includes a terminal sale value based upon an expected CAP rate of 7.5%  
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Overview:  
Based on consultations with local construction firms, the total construction cost for Brewery Blocks 
West, including parking, is estimated to be approximately $195 million. From the deconstruction of ex-
isting structures to completion of phase I should take approximately 24 months of actual construction 
time.  Phase II should take approximately 27 months to complete, for a 51 month total consecutive con-
struction timeline. 
Parking - Phase I / II: 
Local construction professionals have estimated that the parking structure can be constructed at a cost 
of $110 per SF. This price includes excavation, concrete, street work, and a level post-tensioned con-
crete lid above which to build retail space.  The full block parking floor plate enables heavier, more ef-
ficient equipment to operate during construction. Additionally, by building parking below Couch Street, 
both phases can be physically linked. The floors of the garage will be built with post-tensioned con-
crete, which will decrease the depth we will need to excavate. Furthermore, the inherent efficiency of 
the large floor plates will keep the price per space reasonably low. 
Since Couch Street will be excavated, street improvements will be incorporated after construction, 
thereby improving the streetscape in the heart of our project.  Street improvements include larger and 
wider pedestrian areas. The parking connection between the north and south blocks serves two pur-
poses. First, it creates a larger pool of shared parking to be utilized by both blocks, thus increasing the 
potential density of the site. Second, by creating a two block parking floor-plate, the efficiency and the 
economic returns of the parking facility are dramatically improved. In addition a redundant sewer line 
running down Couch Street will be removed to access the northern block’s parking. Total time esti-
mated to construct the parking required for both phases is 9 months.  
Retail - Phase I / II: 
The estimated cost to construct the retail shell space is approximately $115 per SF. This is a vanilla 
shell price, with utilities and HVAC stubbed to the units, ready for tenant improvements. Tenant im-
provement allowances will be negotiated on a tenant-by-tenant basis. The estimated weighted average 
tenant allowance is $47 and $42.20 per SF for Phase I and II, respectively.  
The retail portion of our project will be constructed with poured-in-place concrete. The walls will be 
formed concrete construction, with glazed curtain walls. The floor of the retail, which is also the roof of 
the parking structure, will be post-tensioned concrete. The roof of the retail will also be post-tensioned 
concrete. Post-tensioned concrete is a cost upgrade from beams and slab, but will enable us to build ad-
ditional uses atop the retail component. 
Furthermore, there will be fewer structural columns for the retailers to work around. Retail construction 
will commence immediately after the completion of the parking structures.  The duration of this phase 
of construction will be an additional 6 month period after the parking structure’s completion. Since the 
floor of the retail will be completed with the underground parking structure, it will be a matter of con-
structing the walls and roof, which should be fairly straight-forward. The distinctive bow trusses of the 
Sherman Clay building will be incorporated into the new brewpub. Since Rogue Brewing is a popular 
local business and has a history within Portland, their space is intended to convey a sense of past peri-
ods while ensuring an attractive finished product. Construction of the Schnitzer Museum of Modern 
Art, the signature tenant, will be constructed during the retail component’s construction. 
Office - Phase I / II: 
The office shells are estimated to cost $115 per SF. This is also a basic shell price, with utilities, 
HVAC, and restroom facilities on each floor, ready for tenant improvements. Tenant improvement al-
lowances will be negotiated on a tenant-by-tenant basis. The estimated average tenant allowance is $40 
and $50 per SF for work centers and public facilities, respectively. 
The structure will be steel construction, with a skin of unitized curtain wall. Construction will com-
mence in tandem with the retail structures below.  The duration of this phase of construction will be an 
additional 6 month period after the retail framework’s completion. Since the floor plates of the office 
section are open and unobstructed, and tenant improvements are minimal, this should be the fastest pe-
riod of construction.  The south block’s office construction will conclude at approximately the same 
time as the retail below it. On the north block, because the floor plates are smaller and more numerous, 
construction of this segment is estimated to take 3 additional months. 
Hotel - Phase I: 
The hotel shell will be constructed with bathrooms, HVAC, and kitchenettes within each unit at a cost 
of $190 per SF. Tenant improvements will be negotiated with the hotelier and will include all unit fur-
nishings. Our estimated tenant improvements are $50 per SF with 80% unit-to-gross efficiency. This 
portion of the project will be constructed in tandem with the office component. The skin will be a unit-
ized curtain wall over a steel skeleton. The duration of this phase of construction will be an additional 
six-month period after the office framework’s completion. The ground floor hotel lobby will integrate 
synergistically with the foyer of the Schnitzer Museum of Modern Art, the project's signature tenant. 
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Residential - Phase II: 
Based on past experiences, the estimated workforce residential component can be built for $190 per SF. 
This includes the units, their appliances, and all common area requirements such as walkways, eleva-
tors, and stairwells. Because of the economies of scale, time savings, and prior precedent, these low es-
timated costs are achievable. Once construction of the parking and retail framework is complete, con-
struction of the residential units can begin. During the 6 months required to  construct the retail podium, 
the work will proceed on the residential units above. It will take approximately 12 months to complete 
the 26 floors of residential space and finish the overall project. 
There are several construction risks inherent in Brewery Blocks West construction: 
 Material and labor shortages and delays: Potential cost over-runs resulting from higher costs and 
delayed schedules will be mitigated through the use of guaranteed maximum price construction con-
tracts. Currently, escalation clauses for these types of projects are between 8-10%, These costs are 
reflected in the projects construction budget. 
 Street closure: Permits from the city of Portland to close NW Couch Street during construction may 
complicate the construction process. The City of Portland's proposed Burnside/Couch Couplet pro-
ject may present scheduling and construction challenges. However, considering that Couch Street is 
currently a two way street, handles primarily local traffic; and considering that  Davis Street can 
accommodate additional traffic, this closure is not anticipated to present insurmountable problems.  
 Sewer Line Relocation: Because the sewer line in Couch Street is a redundant line (another identi-
cal line exists in 13th), and its sole purpose is to service the two blocks under re-development, its 
removal has no impact to the development or any neighboring/downstream sites. 
LEED Goals: 
Brewery Blocks West will seek a LEED Platinum certification. The development team worked to iden-
tify multiple opportunities to achieve LEED accreditation. Appendix B outlines the developments 
103/110 score on the completed 2009 LEED NC scorecard.  
 Sustainable Sites: The residential program is highly dense (contributing 5 points to the LEED 
scorecard), and roof terraces create opportunities to introduce native vegetation to the site. The pub-
lic-transit-oriented development site will contain ample bicycle parking and will establish contracts 
with low-emitting ZipCars. Because the project is within a short walking distance to jobs, shopping, 
and recreation, a large number of daily commuter trips will be eliminated.  
 Water Efficiency: Through water efficient landscaping and the use of low-flow  plumbing fixtures, 
the Brewery Blocks West plans to reduce its water usage by at least 30%. 
 Energy and Atmosphere: Most importantly, Brewery Blocks west will tie each building into the 
district-wide, heating and cooling plant immediately to its east above Whole Foods. Not only will 
this reduce the capital costs of installing separate boilers and chillers for each building, but it will 
also save energy and expense of operating less efficient systems for each building. The office tow-
ers will also have operable windows and maximize natural daylight. The retail development will 
take waste heat from various large retailers, such as the Rogue Brewpub, and pre-heat a central wa-
ter tank. This is a proven strategy that was successfully utilized in the neighboring Whole Foods 
location. It has been shown to significantly reduce energy consumption and costs. Given that win-
dows are the most significant areas of heat gain and loss, the project will feature thermally efficient 
low-E clear glass.  
 Materials and Resources: Although the entire site will be demolished, The Brewery Blocks West 
project will be able to divert at least 75% of construction waste to material reprocessing plants. Ad-
ditionally, up to 20% of materials used in the construction process will be from recycled sources. 
 Indoor Air Quality: The residential units and office space will be equipped with operable windows, 
low VOC-emitting wall, floor, and counter coverings. 
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Overview: 
As demonstrated in the land use summary presented below, the Brewery Blocks West development 
maximizes the use of the site by building up to the zoned capacity of the site. In addition the proposed 
structures will help to establish a visual and functional gateway to Portland’s Central City by altering 
the existing height limits to mirror those currently allowed south of Burnside. This will allow the Brew-
ery Blocks West to serve as a ―bookend‖ to West Burnside as it passes through the Central City and 
will also provide a stunning counterpoint to the recently developed 12 West Project. 
Land Use Summary: 
The following table illustrates the proposed development program in relation to the zoning limitations 
currently prescribed by the City of Portland: 
 
 
Land Use Summary (North and South Blocks) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zoning Regulations:    
The project site occupies two full blocks in the extreme southwest corner of Portland’s rapidly expand-
ing Pearl District. It is bounded to the south by West Burnside Street, to the north by Northwest Couch 
Street and to the West and East by Northwest 13 Avenue and 14th Avenue, respectively. The area sur-
rounding the project site along with most of the Pearl District is currently subject to the requirements of 
the EX zone, as well as the controlling elements of Portland’s Central City and River District plans. 
Other requirements controlling development within the project include: River District Design Guide-
lines, Downtown Parking & Circulation Policy and Pedestrian Design Guidelines. A thorough review of 
the planning and zoning restriction affecting the site has revealed the following general findings:  
 Current zoning restrictions limit the development of the site to a maximum density of 9:1 (including 
applicable density bonuses).  
 The site is currently limited to a maximum height of 175 feet (including applicable height bonuses).  
 The maximum allowable parking rations for uses excluding Hotel and Residential uses is 2 spaces 
per 1,000 square feet of built area.  
 Hotel uses are limited to 1 space per hotel unit 
 Residential uses are limited to 1.7 spaces per residential unit.  
 The areas adjoining the project site to the south are subject to much more permissive zoning regula-
tions.  
 The Burnside Couch couplet project and Central City plan revision process may present significant 
opportunities for a rezoning effort.   
In every respect, with the exception of building height, the proposed project complies with applicable 
city codes and planning policies. In order to be built, the proposed project will require a zoning map 
amendment to allow for an increase in the maximum allowable building height. 
 
Comprehensive Plan Designation Central Employment 
Zoning Designation EX 
Total Site Area 80,000 sq/ft 
Allowable FAR 9:1 (with bonus) 
Maximum Development Potential 720,000 
Proposed Development Square Footage 709,338 
Proposed Development FAR 9:1 
Proposed Site Coverage 100% (+/-) 
Allowable Building Height 175 ft (with bonus) 
Proposed Building Height 258 ft 
Proposed Residential Square Footage 158,700 sq/ft 
Proposed Non-Residential Square Footage 550,638 sq/ft 
Number of Proposed Residential Units 264 
Proposed Residential Density 150 units/acre (net) 
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Permitting Requirements:  
The area surrounding the project site along with most of the Pearl District is currently subject to the re-
quirements of the EX zone, as well as the controlling elements of Portland’s Central City and River 
District plans. Other requirements controlling development within the project area include: River Dis-
trict Design Guidelines, Downtown Parking & Circulation Policy, Pedestrian Design Guideline, and 
Central City Fundamental Design Guidelines. 
The project as currently proposed will require, and can obtain approvals from the City of Portland’s Bu-
reau of Development Services. Most notably the project will be subject to the City’s design review 
process in addition to the normal land use and building approvals. A summary of the permitting costs 
and Systems Development Charges has been provided below. Note: Given that the proposed building 
height on the south block exceeds the current zoning height limit a Type III zoning map amendment 
review will be required to alter the height limit to accommodate the proposed development. 
 
 
Height and Bulk Restrictions:  
As currently zoned and taking into consideration all applicable zoning incentives, the project site can be 
developed to a maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 9:1 (excluding below grade areas devoted to park-
ing) and a maximum height of 175 feet. This development envelope has the potential to yield approxi-
mately 360,000 square feet of development capacity for each block or 720,000 square feet of both 
blocks. As demonstrated by the land use summary in this section, the proposed Brewery Blocks West 
Development maximizes the development potential of the site. 
Currently, the area lying south of Burnside is subject to the requirements of the RXd and CXd zones. 
These zoning designations are generally more permissible with respect to height. For example, the area 
adjoining the project site immediately south of Burnside currently allows for the construction of build-
ings up to a maximum height of 325 feet (including bonuses), while the project site is currently limited 
to 175 feet (including bonuses. 
Given the project site’s location adjacent to these more permissive zoning districts the property owners 
have expressed some reluctance to develop the project site under the current height restrictions. Nota-
bly, an adjacent project located within the RXd zone was recently developed to a density in excess of 
10:1 FAR and achieved a height exceeding 300 feet. Although these numbers could only have been 
achieved through a liberal application of zoning bonuses they are illustrative of the disparity which ex-
ists between those areas located north of Burnside and south of Burnside. 
Zone Change Request:  
As discussed above, the area adjoining the project site south of Burnside currently allows for a maxi-
mum building height of 325 feet through the use of a housing bonus. Notably, the recently opened 12 
West project utilized these provisions in achieving a height in excess of 300 feet. While historically a 
strong rational has existed for utilizing Burnside as the dividing line between the River/Pearl District  
and the downtown office core, the City of Portland’s ongoing Burnside/Couch Couplet project suggests 
this rational may no longer be valid. 
The proposed Burnside/Couch Couplet project will establish a pair of one way streets utilizing the ex-
isting Burnside and Couch alignments. Once completed, traffic will flow east on Burnside and West on 
Couch Street. This change will fundamentally alter the characteristic of the Couch Street corridor by 
visually and functionally splitting Burnside’s characteristics across a two block area. As such, Davis 
Street becomes the more rational dividing line between the Downtown core and the Pearl District. By 
increasing the allowable building heights north of Burnside and South of Davis Street to mirror those 
currently allowed south of Burnside, the City of Portland can realize the opportunity to create a dra-
matic east/west urban corridor similar to the existing north/south Broadway corridor. In so doing, the 
City would enable the establishment of a prominent mass of development near the intersection of I-405 
and & Burnside/Couch which would serve as a western gateway to the Central City area. The Brewery 
Blocks West Development will capitalize on the City of Portland’s ongoing Central City Plan and 
Zoning Map Amendment (height limit) $8,009 
Design Review $28,059 
Park SDC – Commercial Uses $466,328 
Park SDC -  Residential Uses $1,529,592 - $5,542 per unit 
Transportation – Commercial Uses $2,051,527 
Transportation  - Residential Uses $473,616 - $1,716 per unit 
Sanitary Sewer SDC – Residential $846,768 - $,3068 per unit 
Storm Water SDC Charge $7,516 
Water Connection SDC $257,873 based on 10‖ meter connection 
Building Permit Fee $656,269 
Zoning Permit Fee $210,084 
Site Development Permit Fee $210,084 
Fire & Life Safety Review $262,507 
Zoning Inspection Fee $131,253 
Total Fees & Charges $7,139,485 
Summary of Systems Development Charges and Permitting Fees 
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Burnside/Couch projects by proactively ensuring that the resulting development lives up to the potential 
envisioned by these projects. 
The City of Portland’s zoning code does not allow adjustments or variances to uses or forms of devel-
opment which are prohibited by the language of the zoning code. The project site is located within the 
River District planning area, maximum building heights in this area are based on a district plan map 
rather than on the language of the base zone as is commonly the practice in other parts of the city. 
Heights in excess of those shown on the official zoning maps are prohibited; therefore, an amendment 
to zoning map designation will be required in order to develop the project site as proposed. In accor-
dance with the City of Portland’s requirements this zoning map amendment will comply with all appli-
cable approval criteria and policies. Two of the most pertinent criteria are discussed below: 
33.855.060(A) – Where a designation is proposed to be added, the designation must be shown to 
be needed to address a specific situation. When a designation is proposed to be removed, it must 
be shown that the reason for applying the designation no longer exists or has been addressed 
through other means.  
The zoning map amendment requested by the Brewery Blocks West Development will extend the maxi-
mum zoning height limit from the West End Plan District (which adjoins the project site south side of 
Burnside) north across Burnside to Davis Street, and west to 11th Avenue as demonstrated by the maps 
on the bottom right of the page. As discussed above the pending Burnside/Couch Couplet project will 
extend Burnside’s corridor functions and visual bounding affects across to Couch Street, thus rendering 
the existing justification for breaking the height limits at Burnside obsolete. As such, the designation 
which currently applies to the area south of Burnside more appropriately addresses the original intent of 
the designation. 
33.855.060(B) – The addition or removal is consistent with the purpose and adoption criteria of 
the regulation and any applicable goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan and any area 
plans. 
Development in the vicinity of the project site is governed by the requirements of the River District 
plan. The extension of the West End plan district’s height limits to Davis Street will neither conflict 
with, nor compromise any applicable planning goals or policies. Notably the proposal will allow the 
Brewery Blocks West development, in conjunction with the existing 12 West development to serve as a 
gateway to the district thus achieving an urban design goal noted on the River District plan map. 
It should be noted that in addition to complying with the approval criteria discussed above the proposed 
map amendment will have minimal impact on the surrounding area. A development capacity analysis 
conducted by the city of Portland revealed that most of the properties surrounding the project site have 
been recently redeveloped and are therefore unlikely to be redeveloped anytime soon thus minimizing 
the potential impact of the proposed map amendment. Furthermore, an analysis of existing view corri-
dors indicates that the proposed height increase will not effect any established  or protected view corri-
dors.  
Map Showing Current Plan Designations Map Showing Existing View Corridors 
Map Showing Current Height Limits  Map Showing “West End” Height Limit         
Extended  Into Project Area 
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Parking and Access Restrictions:  
Parking facilities within Portland’s Central City Planning District are subject to strict controls and limi-
tations. Most notably, development of the project site will be subject to the maximum parking ratios as 
well as specific access and screening requirements. 
For purposes of enforcing the Central City Transportation Management Plan the City of Portland has 
divided the Central City into a number of Parking Sectors. Each parking sector has specific require-
ments and limitations with respect to new and replacement parking. The project site is located within 
the River District 4 (RD 4) parking sector. The RD-4 sector limitations would limit the development of 
new parking facilities as follows: Residential: 1.7 spaces per unit, Hotel: 1 space per unit, Office: 2 
spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area and Retail: 2 spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area.  
In addition to the parking restrictions described above the project site is also somewhat constrained in 
terms of possible access locations. The likely development of Burnside and Couch Streets into a two 
way couplet system will limit the availability of access on both streets. In addition NW 13th Avenue is 
currently designated as a City Walkway. As a result of this designation, access to parking facilities is 
currently allowed only through an adjustment (variance procedure). It should be noted that the Brewery 
Blocks parking garage currently access NW 13th Avenue which could pose additional traffic conflicts 
should an access point to the project site be located on that street. If Burnside, Couch, and NW 13th are 
excluded from consideration the only remaining options for access would be NW 14th Avenue and NW 
Couch Street. For this reason and in order to realize additional parking efficiencies it may be beneficial 
to examine a joint parking arrangement with the owners of the Brewery Blocks development. 
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Harsch’s long-term strategy of acquiring and developing a diversified portfolio of well-located proper-
ties for continued ownership has driven the teams’ decision making process in this development pro-
gram. The use of the following key elements in the development program contribute toward long-term 
value creation, thus supporting Harsch’s strategy of continued ownership. 
 Credit Tenants: The combination of national credit tenants and the highly attractive Schnitzer Mu-
seum of  Modern Art creates a unique and desirable atmosphere not yet found in the city. Creation 
of the museum in the development not only establishes the center of the Schnitzer family’s contri-
butions to the city, but it serves as a platform to build a credit tenant mix for its development. The 
museum will create an atmosphere and tone that will draw highly desirable tenants such as Crate & 
Barrel and Apple, who in turn will draw other components of the development, such as the hotel, 
ultimately knitting the Brewery Blocks into a more cohesive attraction and realizing premium rents.  
 Environment: The use of sustainable energy technology and the development’s achieving LEED 
Platinum certification not only shows dedication to the natural and urban environment but to the 
surrounding community of Brewery Blocks, the Pearl District and the West End. The develop-
ment’s combination of near maximum density and a diverse tenant mix creates a large pool of peo-
ple whose needs can be met within the development, greatly reducing the number of daily com-
muter trips. The reuse of construction materials both on site and off greatly reduces the develop-
ments impact on the environment.  
 Community: The workforce housing component of the development fills a long standing need for 
affordable more housing for those who work downtown in this desirable central location. Demo-
graphic shifts from the baby boomers and their desire to downsize, to the new large generation of 
echo boomers and their inability to buy and need to rent because of poor economic conditions 
makes the residential component a strong, socially sustainable element.  
 Partnership with the City: Partnering with the city to sell the parking not only benefits the city by 
giving it a public parking facility with a growing positive cash flow at half its cost, but creates many 
advantages for Harsch. First, paying half as much for the use of parking for its tenants through 
rights of first refusal, provides a large pool of efficient shared parking at higher effective parking 
ratios but lower actual ratios. This availability of parking will make its offices more desirable than 
the competition and will speed absorption. Secondly, selling the parking to the city greatly increases 
the financial returns of the developments. Parking is historically a low profit margin business at 
high costs in high-density downtown development. Harsch has an opportunity to mitigate this risk 
by giving the city access to a large pool of shared parking at a critical transportation hub within the 
central city. 
For these reasons, we feel that the Brewery Blocks West will not only meet the needs of Harsch for cre-
ating a growing value for the long term, but also will stand out as their defining development in Port-
land and represent the Schnitzer family’s contribution to the city for years to come.  
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Appendix A. FHA 221(d)(4) loan Requirements 
Loan Structure Requirements 
 Maximum loan amount is determined as the lesser of 90% of the project's replacement cost and the 
amount of debt that 90% of net operating income can service utilizing up to a maximum 95% stabilized 
occupancy rate.  
 Monthly mortgage payments include principal and interest payments, monthly deposits to escrow for real 
estate tax, special assessments, hazard insurance, replacement reserves, and 50 basis points of principal 
balance as a mortgage insurance premium. 
 Other income includes market supported laundry/washer-dryer income, unit premiums, parking income.  
 Replacement reserves are calculated as 0.6% of total improvement costs.  
 Builder & sponsor profit and risk of 10% is included in loan for affiliated contractor/mortgagor transac-
tions. Otherwise 4% sponsor profit & risk included in the loan.  
 Off-site and demolition costs are not included in loan.  
 Mortgagor entity must be capitalized at 125% of the cash required to close the transaction, including fi-
nancial guarantees, which is not a problem for Harsch. 
 Commercial space is limited to 10% of total gross square footage and 15% of total gross income, which 
fits well with our point tower plan. 
 Owner and contractor may be required to provide financial guarantees (typically letters of credit) at the 
time of closing including payment and performance guarantee, initial operating deficit, working capital, 
GNMA placement and construction guarantee. 
 Working capital is required at 2% of loan amount (typically letters of credit) 
 Initial operating deficit is determined based on lease-up projection and must be provided (typically letter 
of credit) 
Fees 
 Upfront fees: nominal application fees 
 HUD Application Fee: 0.3% of the requested loan amount financed in the mortgage. 
 HUD Inspection Fee: 0.5% of the loan amount financed in the mortgage. 
 Financing Fee: up to 5.5% of the loan amount financed in the mortgage. Applicable to lender's fee, 
GNMA placement fee, bond costs of issuance. A total of 3.5% can be included in the mortgage costs to 
pay origination and funding fees for both the construction and permanent loans. 
 Annual Mortgage Insurance Premium: is equal to 0.45% of the construction loan amount 
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Appendix B. 
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Development Team 
Ben Gates: Ben Gates is a project manager 
and architect at Central City Concern, a 
nonprofit agency serving those impacted 
by homelessness, poverty, and addictions 
in Portland. In 2005, the Rose Architec-
tural Fellowship gave Ben the opportunity 
to transition from a traditional architecture 
practice to public-interest design and de-
velopment. In addition to leading afford-
able housing development projects, Ben 
has spearheaded Central City Concern’s 
sustainability initiatives including the pub-
lished "Achieving Water Independence in 
Buildings‖ project and ―Portfolio Building 
Efficiency Project.‖ 
Tom Heinicke: Tom helps clients manage 
their real estate investments like a busi-
ness. A licensed real estate broker and ex-
perienced analyst Tom’s business model 
centers around market insight, asset man-
agement and acquisition/disposition ser-
vices. Prior to transitioning into real estate 
several years ago, Tom worked as a busi-
ness analyst for KPMG, Siemens and sev-
eral start-up ventures. Tom holds a BS in 
Business Administration with a concentra-
tion in Finance from Oxford Brookes Uni-
versity (U.K.), and is about to complete 
PSU’s Real Estate Development Program.  
Jared Hendricks: Jared recently received a 
BS in Business Management from Portland 
State University. While completing his un-
dergraduate degree, Jared started a small 
business investing in residential real estate 
here in Portland. Building on his growing 
real estate experiences, Jared recently 
gained a global perspective of real estate 
after completing an internship with Kirk-
wood Capital Advisors, K.K in Tokyo, Ja-
pan. Jared is currently a student in PSU’s 
Real Estate Development Program. He can 
be reached via email at  
xjaredhendricksx@gmail.com. 
Brad Johnson: Brad Johnson is currently a 
student at Portland State University work-
ing towards a Graduate Certificate in Real 
Estate Development. Prior to returning to 
school Brad worked for the Clark County 
Department of Community Development in 
Vancouver Washington, where his primary 
responsibilities involved performing land 
use reviews and assisting members of the 
public. Brad was also involved an effort to 
streamline the residential building permit 
process by integrating and coordinating the 
review functions of several Departments.  
Brad received a BS in Community Devel-
opment, with a specialization in Housing 
and Economic Development from Portland 
State University in 2005.  
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Development Team 
Atha Mansoory: Atha is a relative new-
comer to Portland, having moved here after 
completing law school at the University of 
Oregon. Outside of class, Atha works as a 
contract attorney on various projects, but 
his long term goal is to work with green-
minded real estate professionals with an 
eye toward projects that create social, envi-
ronmental, and economic benefits. The 
PSU Real Estate Development program has 
helped develop the skills to get him there. 
Atha holds a BA in Economics and Envi-
ronmental Studies from Colgate University 
and - in addition to his part-time studies in 
PSU’s Real Estate Development Program - 
is a licensed Oregon attorney. He can be 
reached via email at  
cmansoory@gmail.com.  
Michael Shall: Michael is currently a full 
time student at Portland State. He is just 
completing his Masters in Business Ad-
ministration with a focus in finance. He is 
also currently enrolled in Real Estate De-
velopment Program. Michael is interested 
in owning and managing property, and 
starting a small business in the near future. 
He hopes to obtain a job in the real estate 
sector upon completion to further explore 
as a possible career path. Michael's previ-
ous experience was in business and infor-
mation technology. He received a BS in 
Business Administration from the Ohio 
State University. 
.  
Will Thier: William Thier is currently en-
rolled full-time at Portland State University 
and will receive a Graduate Certificate in 
Commercial Real Estate Development, July 
2010.  Previously, as a decorated combat 
rescue officer, Captain Thier held leader-
ship positions throughout several high-
stress deployments to the Middle East.  Af-
ter serving 5 years in the United States Air 
Force, he returned to Portland Au-
gust 2009.  William also completed a 
Bachelors Degree in Mathematics at the 
University of Washington in 2004.  He can 
be reached any time via email wil-
liam.thier@gmail.com or by phone, 
503.575.9005 
Jonathan Winslow: Jon is a student in 
Portland State University’s Graduate Real 
Estate Development Program. Jon gradu-
ated from the Rhode Island School of De-
sign in 2008 with a Bachelor of Architec-
ture degree and aspires to pursue a career in 
the design and development of mixed use 
urban projects. 
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Development Team 
Will Macht:  
Professor Will Macht has provided real estate development, management, consulting and investing services in the Portland met-
ropolitan area for over 32 years. He is currently Associate Director of the Center for Real Estate at Portland State University, 
where he has been an Adjunct Professor of Urban Studies & Planning in the College of Urban and Public affairs for over 30 
years, teaching courses including development planning. Dr. Macht is also an Adjunct Professor of Architecture at the University 
of Oregon/Portland center School of Architecture where he has taught courses on urban development, housing and mixed-use to 
graduate architecture students. In these positions, as in much of his prior development experience, Dr. Macht concentrates on the 
types of mixed-use, public-private partnerships and retail marketplaces pioneered by the Rouse Company, which he served as a 
Development Director. His expertise spans the full range of development services including conceptual development and plan-
ning, market analysis, financing, construction, leasing and property management.  
Dick Spies:  
After graduating from Benson High School and the University of Oregon, Dick spent 26 years at Boora Architects. As Director 
of Design for the past 17 years he has been a leader in a wide range  of projects at Group Mackenzie. The firm’s multidisciplinary 
design approach has been instrumental in showcasing Dick’s passion for planning as well as architectural design. His interest in 
community building and partnering has led to major involvements on numerous boards and committees. Recent volunteer efforts 
with Portland Public Schools has focused on long range planning studies for Lincoln, Benson, and Roosevelt High schools. Also 
interested in preservation, he is President of Friends of Timberline and currently leading a Light Up the Lodge Project.   
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